Previous functional magnetic resonance imaging evidence has shown that false memories arise from higher-level conscious processing regions rather than lower-level sensory processing regions. In the present study, we assessed whether the lateral occipital complex (LOC)-a lower-level conscious shape processing region-was associated with false memories for shape. During encoding, participants viewed intact or scrambled colored abstract shapes. During retrieval, colored disks were presented and participants indicated whether the corresponding item was previously "intact" or "scrambled." False memories for shape ("intact"/scrambled > "scrambled"/scrambled) activated LOC, which indicates lower-level sensory processing regions can support false memory.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have investigated the neural basis of false memories-instances in which you remember something that never actually occurred. Such studies have demonstrated that activity associated with true memories for visual information is greater than activity associated with false memories for visual information in lower-level sensory processing regions, including Brodmann area (BA) 17 (i.e., V1) (Okado and Stark 2003; Stark et al. 2010; Dennis et al. 2014 ) and BA18 (Okado and Stark 2003; Stark et al. 2010; Dennis et al. 2012 Dennis et al. , 2014 Karanian and Slotnick 2014) . Highlighting this apparent dissociation between true memory and false memory activity in the earliest visual cortical regions, false memory contrasts (e.g., false memory > correct rejection) have not revealed memory-related activity in BA17/V1 (Heun et al. 2000; Cabeza et al. 2001; Hofer et al. 2007 ; Dennis et al. 2008 Dennis et al. , 2012 Dennis et al. , 2014 Marchewka et al. 2008; Stark et al. 2010; Gutchess and Schacter 2012; Iidaka et al. 2012; Karanian and Slotnick 2014) . The same pattern of activity was also observed in motion processing cortex (MT+) (Karanian and Slotnick 2014) . Specifically, we found that true memory for motion activated MT+, whereas false memory for motion was associated with activity in language processing regions. Here, MT+ is considered a lower-level visual processing region, as it is retinotopic and just anterior to V4 (Slotnick and Yantis 2005) . The preceding results have given rise to the current view that true memories, but not false memories, are underpinned by activity in lower-level sensory processing regions. In contrast, false memories have been associated with activity in higher-level conscious processing regions, including later visual regions, the prefrontal cortex, and language processing regions (e.g., Okado and Stark 2003; Slotnick and Schacter 2004; Dennis et al. 2012; Karanian and Slotnick 2014) .
Of present interest, false memories, which reflect conscious processing, may not have activated BA17/V1 or MT+ due to nonconscious processing that occurs in these regions (Crick and Koch 1995; Tong 2003; Schacter 2004, 2006; Stark et al. 2010) . The lateral occipital complex (LOC), another lower-level visual processing region that is retinotopic and lies immediately inferior-posterior to MT+ (Sayres and Grill-Spector 2008) , plays a critical role in the conscious processing of shape and object stimuli (Grill-Spector et al. 2000; Kourtzi and Kanwisher 2000; Deshpande et al. 2010; Karanian and Slotnick 2015; Cohen et al. 2017) . Given its role in conscious processing, we predicted that false memory for shapes would activate LOCthe earliest sensory region in which holistic shape information is processed. If observed, this would challenge the predominant view that false memories are not associated with activity in lowerlevel sensory processing regions.
In the present study, we used an fMRI paradigm in which participants remembered intact shapes and scrambled shapes, and false memories for shape were defined as "intact" responses to previously scrambled shapes (Fig. 1) . Although previous false memory studies have used stimuli such as abstract shapes (e.g., Slotnick and Schacter 2004) and objects (Dennis et al. 2012 ) that have been associated with activity in LOC, they have not assessed the functional role of LOC during false memory for shape information. The present study is novel in multiple ways. We included both intact shapes and scrambled shapes during the encoding phase such that LOC could be localized by contrasting these item types. Then, it was assessed whether false memory-related activity was observed in this region during the retrieval phase. The present task is also the first to ask participants to retrieve shape-specific information when compared with previous studies where participants made "old"-"new" recognition judgments. That is, during the retrieval phase, participants in the present study were cued with one item feature (i.e., color) and asked to recall whether the corresponding item was previously "intact" or "scrambled." This allowed us to directly assess the functional role of LOC during the construction of shape-specific false memories.
Fourteen undergraduate students participated in the study (6 females, age range 19-22 yr). During fMRI, participants completed nine memory runs. During the encoding phase of each run, 16 uniquely colored intact or scrambled shapes were presented in the left or right visual field (Fig. 1, left) . Each scrambled shape was created by superimposing a 10 × 10 grid over the bounding box of an intact shape and then each pixel was reassigned to a random location within the grid. Each shape was presented for 2.5 sec with an inter-trial interval of 3.0 sec. Shape sets were randomized and presented sequentially five times. Participants were instructed to always maintain fixation and to remember each shape and its spatial location. During the retrieval phase of each run, 16 colored disks corresponding to the previously studied shapes were presented in random order at fixation (Fig. 1, right) . Each disk was presented for 3.5 sec with an inter-trial interval of 7-10 sec. Participants classified the shape corresponding to the colored disk as previously "intact" or "scrambled" in the "left" or "right" visual field via button presses.
Data were acquired using a Siemens 3 T Trio Scanner with a 12-channel head coil. Functional images were acquired with an echo planar imaging sequence. Anatomic images were acquired with a magnetized prepared rapid gradient echo sequence. Brain Voyager QX (Brain Innovation B.V.) was used to conduct the analysis. Standard preprocessing was conducted followed by a randomeffect general linear model analysis. An individual voxel threshold of P < 0.001 was enforced for all comparisons (Slotnick and Schacter 2004) , whole-brain false discovery rate corrected for multiple comparisons to P < 0.05. Activations were projected onto a representative inflated cortical surface for display purposes following the procedure of Slotnick (2005) . Event-related activation timecourses were extracted from LOC (i.e., voxels within a 7-mm cube centered at each selected coordinate) within the time range of -2 to 12 sec after stimulus onset (baseline corrected from -2 to 0 sec). Statistical analysis was based on the peak amplitude of activity from 6 to 8 sec after stimulus onset, the expected maximum of the hemodynamic response, to avoid violation of independence. Additional participant, procedure, and MRI acquisition and analysis details can be found in the Supplemental Material.
We isolated shape processing activity by contrasting encoding/perception of intact shapes and encoding/perception of scrambled shapes (intact shape encoding > scrambled shape encoding). As activity associated with shape encoding/perception was widespread (Fig. 2, in yellow) , LOC was anatomically localized to the lateral aspect of the occipital lobe (Kourtzi and Kanwisher 2000; Karanian and Slotnick 2015) .
To test for sensory-specific reinstatement of encoding-related activity during true memory for shape (i.e., hits > misses), we ran a conjunction of shape processing and true memory for shape (intact shape encoding > scrambled shape encoding) ∩ ("intact"/intact > "scrambled"/intact), which revealed activity in LOC (Fig. 2,  top, in orange) . The analogous conjunction for false memory (intact shape encoding > scrambled shape encoding) ∩ ("intact"/scrambled > "scrambled"/ scrambled) also revealed activity in LOC (Fig. 2, middle, in orange) . It is noteworthy that more anterior regions of LOC were associated with both true and false memories, while more posterior regions were associated with only true memories, which may reflect functional processing differences within LOC subregions (Karanian and Slotnick 2015) .
To assess whether there were any regions of overlapping activity, we conducted a triple conjunction of shape processing, true memory for shape, and false memory for shape (intact shape encoding > scrambled shape encoding) ∩ ("intact"/intact > "scrambled"/intact) ∩ ("intact"/scrambled > "scrambled"/scrambled). This conjunction produced one small activation in LOC (centered at Talairach coordinate x = 36, y = −69, z = 10; spatial extent = 27 mm 3 ; Fig. 3 , bottom, in orange).
We also ran a conjunction of shape processing and true memory versus false memory (intact shape encoding > scrambled shape encoding) ∩ (("intact"/intact > "scrambled"/intact) > ("intact"/ scrambled > "scrambled"/scrambled)). This produced activity in several regions of LOC (Fig. 3) , which is similar to the greater true memory than false memory activity that has been observed in other lower-level sensory processing regions (i.e., BA17/V1, MT+).
The present study investigated whether false memories could activate lower-level sensory processing regions under particular stimulus conditions. Specifically, we hypothesized that false memory for shape may activate LOC, given its relatively conscious role in visual processing (e.g., Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982; Karanian and Slotnick 2015; Cohen et al. 2017) . Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that false memories for shape activated LOC.
The present results are in direct contrast with what we observed in our previous study in which participants remembered whether items were previously moving or previously stationary (Karanian and Slotnick 2014) . Specifically, we found that true memory for motion, but not false memory for motion, activated motion processing region, MT+ (Karanian and Slotnick 2014) . To assess the apparent dichotomy between LOC and MT+, we extracted activity from the LOC activation associated with true memory and false memory in the present study and compared this activation profile to the activation profile from MT+ in our previous study (Karanian and Slotnick 2014) . There was a significant region (MT+, LOC) by memory type (true, false) interaction (P < 0.05), which indicates that the involvement of sensory cortical regions during false memory is dependent on stimulus type. Specifically, the magnitudes of true memory and false memory activity did not significantly differ in LOC (P > 0.20), but the magnitude of true memory activity was greater than the magnitude of false memory activity in MT+ (P < 0.05). We propose that this region by memory type interaction reflects relatively nonconscious and conscious Figure 1 . During encoding, uniquely colored intact or scrambled shapes were presented to the left or right of fixation. During retrieval, colored disks corresponding to the previously studied shapes were presented at fixation and participants classified each of the corresponding shapes as previously "intact" or "scrambled" (illustrative responses and item types are shown to the right). processing within MT+ and LOC, respectively. That is, MT+ is located within the "where" pathway, which is thought to mediate largely nonconscious visual processing (e.g., Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982; Goodale and Milner 1992) . Furthermore, two recent studies indicate that MT+ plays a nonconscious role during memory for motion (Karanian and Slotnick 2014; Thakral and Slotnick 2014) . In contrast, LOC is located within the "what" pathway, which is thought to be associated with conscious experience of shape/object recognition (Ungerleider and Mishkin 1982; Goodale and Milner 1992; Kourtzi and Kanwisher 2000) . Highlighting its role in conscious processing, LOC activity has been correlated with behavioral performance during object recognition (e.g., Grill-Spector et al. 2000) , and we recently found greater LOC activity during accurate than inaccurate memory for shapes (Karanian and Slotnick 2015) . Thus, in light of this nonconscious and conscious processing dichotomy observed between MT+ and LOC, the differential pattern of true versus false memory activity likely stems from the distinct functional processing that occurs within these lower-level sensory processing regions.
Our findings are in opposition to the predominant view that false memories are not underpinned by activity in lower-level sensory processing regions. It is noteworthy that only three previous studies have reported false memoryrelated activity in BA17/V1; however, such false memory activity may not have reflected episodic memory activity due to confounds. In two of these studies (Slotnick and Schacter 2004; GaroffEaton et al. 2006 ), participants were presented with abstract shapes during the encoding phase. During the retrieval phase, old items, related items, and new items were presented, and participants classified each item as "old" or "new" (Slotnick and Schacter 2004) or "old," "similar," or "new" (Garoff- Eaton et al. 2006) . False memory activity was isolated by contrasting "old"/related items and "new"/new items (Slotnick and Schacter 2004) or by contrasting "old"/related items and "old"/new items (GaroffEaton et al. 2006) . Previous work has shown that related shapes, when compared with new shapes, produce increases in repetition priming-related activity within early visual regions Thakral et al. 2017 ). Thus, the previously reported false memory-related activity in BA17/V1 in these two studies can be attributed to repetition priming. A third study (Okado and Stark 2003) used a paradigm in which audio words preceded either a picture of the word or a blank screen, which cued the participant to imagine an object that corresponded to the word. At retrieval, participants were presented old and new words and decided whether each word was previously paired with an object, imagined, or new. Okado and Stark (2003) contrasted false memory ("seen"/imagined) and correct rejections ("new"/new), which activated V1. However, since false memory was induced by imagery, and imagery can activate V1 , such activity may have reflected imagery.
Replicating previous work, we also found that true memory activity was greater than false memory activity in lower-level sensory cortex (i.e., LOC). These findings are consistent with the sensory reactivation framework, which stipulates that the original features/sensory information associated with an encoding experience will be reinstated at retrieval (e.g., Schacter et al. 1998; Wheeler et al. 2000; Gottfried et al. 2004; Slotnick 2009a,b; Slotnick and Thakral 2011; Slotnick 2014, 2015) . Thus, the differential sensory activity observed during true memories versus false memories can be attributed to sensory reactivation, as only true memories are associated with the original encoding experience.
The present finding that true memory and false memory produced activity in lower-level sensory processing regions is consistent with behavioral findings that both true memory and false memory can be associated with detailed subjective memorial experience (e.g., Roediger and McDermott 1995; Payne et al. 1997; Lampinen et al. 1998 ). Related to this, the current results indicate that detailed subjective experience during false memories can be mediated by stimulus-specific activity in lower-level sensory processing regions. We also collected "remember" and "know" responses to characterize subjective experience, but it was necessary to collapse over these responses to gain adequate power. This is a limitation of the present study. Future work could investigate how such responses affect activity in lower-level sensory processing regions during true and false memories.
The present finding that false memory for shapes activates LOC suggests that lower-level sensory processing regions may underpin the construction of false memories under particular stimulus conditions. Future research will be needed to assess whether such effects are observed in other lower-level sensory processing regions within the ventral processing stream. For instance, we predict that false memory for color will activate color processing region V8. Another future line of research could use tasks that induce conscious processing in lower-level sensory processing regions, such as spatial memory tasks that have been shown to produce conscious processing in V1 (Thakral et al. 2013) , to assess whether false memory can activate lower-level sensory processing regions under those task conditions. Critically, the present finding that false memories can activate lower-level sensory processing regions calls for a revision of the predominant view that only true memories activate these regions. 
